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A rocket ferries four of the European Union’s Galileo navigation satellites into space. Credit: ESA/Stephane Corvaja

Last month, in their final session before elections, a thumping majority of members of the

European Parliament approved the legislative package for the European Union’s next

programme for research and innovation, Horizon Europe. Arguments will rage for another six

months about the size of its budget — now pencilled in at €94 billion (US$106 billion) by the
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European Commission and member states. Such ritual debates are important, but they can

obscure a greater achievement.

Over the past decade, there has been a palpable shift in the scale of Europe’s influence over the

governance and direction of global research. And its ambition doesn’t stop there: the EU also

wants to lead the world’s approach to a host of policy agendas informed by science, including

climate change, chemicals regulation and data protection.

A more proactive Europe is filling a void in international scientific leadership. This has been

created by the United States’ retreat from multilateralism under President Donald Trump,

which affects science, as many other spheres. China is struggling to switch its emphasis from

research quantity to addressing thornier issues of scientific quality, ethics and integrity. And

the United Kingdom’s exit from Europe will blight its political and research systems for the next

decade.

Since their introduction in the early 1980s, the European framework programmes for research

and innovation have steadily grown in budget and complexity. Their focus has also evolved:

from supporting research and development (R&D) linked to a handful of industrial sectors, to

promoting research coordination and cohesion, and strengthening capacity, mobility and

infrastructure across the EU member states .

Today, the most striking feature of the programmes is the extent to which they are designing

and embedding the operating principles for research across Europe and, by default, the wider

world. These principles range from open science and open data to the alignment of R&D with

societal priorities and global goals. To achieve this with a budget that amounts to only about

10% of the total public investment in R&D across EU member states is even more remarkable.

As Europe’s scientific community readies itself for a new parliament, a new commission and a

new framework programme, there are uncertainties ahead. But the bloc is poised to take a

greater lead in shaping research that is cosmopolitan, open and mission-driven. If the EU can

hold its nerve, its model of science policy and governance will be more influential than ever on

the international stage in the decade to come.

Structured to lead

Several factors underpin this shift. In part, it is the product of efforts to refocus the EU’s role in

the aftermath of the global financial crash. Research and innovation “have come to the fore of

the EU’s identity as a problem-solver”, argues science-policy specialist Mats Benner at Lund
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University in Sweden . They are tools of crisis management during a period of sustained

economic and political turbulence .

A man works on a pipe beside a carbon injection site well near Reykjavik Energy's Hellisheidi

eothermal Power Plant

A carbon-injection well near Reykjavik, Iceland, is part of an EU-funded project that captures carbon dioxide from the air and
stores it in underground rocks. Credit: Melanie Stetson Freeman/The Christian Science Monitor/Getty

Over recent years, the EU has also displayed a growing appetite to experiment with different

funding models — from investigator-led frontier research to large-scale consortia. In research-

policy circles, this means it increasingly leads by example. The European Research Council

(ERC), in particular, has risen with unusual speed into the premier league of global funders since

its launch in 2007, and is now seen by others as a template. For example, as part of its post-

Brexit planning, the UK government is exploring options for an ERC-like funding mechanism.

The EU institutions have themselves been re-engineered to take this more ambitious role. Late

last month, Jean-Eric Paquet, director-general for research and innovation at the European

Commission, unveiled a major shake-up of his 1,463-strong directorate. It has been recast to

enable more effective cooperation across the commission, in support of goals in four areas:

healthy planet; clean planet; people; and prosperity. Kurt Deketelaere, secretary-general of the

League of European Research Universities in Leuven, Belgium, told us that there has been “a

complete turnaround from the commission as an agency for research funding, to one where it is

primarily a research policymaker”.

Cosmopolitan values

As historians of science Michael Barany and John Krige observe in the 2019 book How

Knowledge Moves, it can seem old-fashioned to focus on transnational science at a time of

resurgent nationalism and populism in so many countries . But when others are turning

inwards, the framework programmes stand as a beacon for collaboration on an unprecedented

scale.

More than 40 countries are involved in the current framework programme, Horizon 2020. A

lively debate is under way about loosening the rules of association to Horizon Europe for an

even larger group of countries. The EU needs to uphold this commitment to a cosmopolitan

model of research and innovation. Europe’s strength is reconciling difference with equality,
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convergence with plurality (see, for example, ref. 4). This enables it to draw on the best ideas

and brightest researchers from across the EU and beyond.

This idea was implied by the last of the ‘three Os’ — open innovation, open science and open to

the world — which were the signature policy of Carlos Moedas, the outgoing EU research

commissioner . But concrete progress towards the development and expansion of a European

Research Area — adopted as an EU goal in 2000 — has stalled since 2013, and its future is now

under review. Brexit has further complicated matters, as have calls from some, such as

Romanian MEP Dan Nica, for a narrower “Europe first” approach to research and innovation

funding.

Pascal Lamy, chair of a high-level expert group tasked with evaluating the future of the

framework programmes, made the opposite case in his 2017 review . He urged the EU to

“continuously invite the rest of the world to collaborate in research and innovation”. On the

basis of mutual excellence and reciprocal funding, he wrote, future frameworks could become

“the potential nucleus of a global programme”. Similar points are made in a new report to the

European Parliament , which argues that remaining open to global talent is in the EU’s interests,

even if China and the United States retrench from collaboration.

Opening doors

The two other ‘Os’ — open innovation and open science — have been a significant focus of

Moedas’s political energy over the past four years. This has given rise to the European Open

Science Cloud, a virtual repository for data produced by Europe’s 1.7 million publicly funded

researchers. And streams of work are ongoing under the Open Science Policy Platform on issues

such as scholarly publishing, rewards and incentives, next-generation metrics and research

integrity. These will come to fruition in the final design of Horizon Europe, to be unveiled over

the next few months.

More dramatic still was the launch of Plan S in September last year by a group of European

funders. Although this radical initiative to accelerate the transition to open-access publishing

formally emerged from outside the European Commission, its principal architect was Robert-

Jan Smits, former director-general of research and innovation, and it secured Moedas’s ringing

support.

Wider reactions to Plan S have been mixed, with a number of technical and practical challenges

still to be ironed out. Outside Europe, many funders are yet to come on board — including the

large federal funding agencies in the United States.
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But Plan S continues to build momentum, with the National Natural Science Foundation of

China (NSFC) and the governments of India and Zambia among its latest recruits. The likelihood

is that the plan will become the global framework for open access — making it the most visible

example yet of European scientific leadership. As Jean-Claude Burgelman, head of open data

policies at the European Commission’s Directorate General for Research and Innovation, said to

us: “Will people remember the role of the European Commission ten years from now? I don’t

know. But does this matter? The proof of success is others taking ownership.”

Global example

Another of Europe’s innovations has been to direct funding towards global challenges. Five

‘missions’ were agreed in March: adapting to climate change; cancer; healthy oceans, seas and

coastal and inland waters; climate-neutral and smart cities; and soil health and food.

The move to missions was a Lamy recommendation, further developed by economist Mariana

Mazzucato in a 2018 report . The scheme has its critics, particularly those who fear it could lead

to reduced support for fundamental research. And debates persist about what constitutes a

mission, challenge or goal.

Semantics aside, the commission intends the missions to trigger a bigger shift in how it

operates — from siloed policymaking to a more to joined-up approach. “This is not business as

usual,” Paquet underlined in an April speech at the European University Association’s

conference in Paris. The overhaul of his directorate is accompanied for the first time by a single

research budget across the commission, which will be allocated with input from other

directorates and external stakeholders.

Co-creation is a term often used by senior commission officials. Lamy called for the next

framework to become “the biggest co-created … programme in the world” . Burgelman

emphasizes that co-creation with the scientific community underpins both the new missions

and the commission’s approach to open science.

It remains to be seen how successful this model is, and how widely it can cast the net in terms of

delivering missions with the engagement of the research community, and of wider society.

Some, such as the European Alliance for Social Sciences and Humanities, worry that without a

bigger role for these fields, the missions are “doomed”. Others call for more radical models,

involving civil society and citizens in the design of ethical, responsible — and distinctively

European — approaches to developments in fields such as artificial intelligence.
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Science and innovation have not always been at the forefront of Europe’s priorities. But through

its emphasis on research that is cosmopolitan, open and mission-directed, the EU is undeniably

in the driving seat of global scientific governance. The next European Parliament and European

Commission should ensure that research — and its good governance — remains at the top of

their agendas for the next five years. This is one arena in which Europe now leads, and others

follow.
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